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Gawain—— Pithy MFweb：
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In an era of constant acceleration, when we passively acquire a lot of 

information, we want to adapt our process through the most direct 

results and summarize them into the most intuitive methodology. 

 

We believe that the official website should most directly show the 

communication, similar to the process of dialogue, the enterprise wants 

users to know + users want to know, the best use of users’ visual and 

behavioral habits, to guide customers to stop, through the analysis of 

data, in different stages of the enterprise corresponding iterations of the 

website, so as to ensure the effectiveness of two-way communication. 

 

Since its establishment, we have served more than 2000 customers, 

increasing the search volume, more and more customers take the 

initiative to consult, recommended, our design and operation results 

have been excellent feedback. 

 

We are fortunate to work with a group of creative and talented people to 

create a different visual experience on the Internet. 
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01.Customers
Our customers are all over the world

Thank you for choosing “Pithy MFweb”; 

Thank you for your trust in us; 

Thank each other for the opportunity of win-win cooperation;

Thank you for choosing “Pithy MFweb”; 

Thank you for your trust in us; 

Thank each other for the opportunity of win-win cooperation;

Pithy Mfweb
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GLOBAL

The United States, Melbourne, Japan, Singapore, Italy, United Kingdom, 

Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Russia, Kyrgyzstan, Switzerland, Finland,…

The United States, Melbourne, Japan, Singapore, Italy, United Kingdom, 

Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Russia, Kyrgyzstan, Switzerland, Finland,…

全球

China

Shang Hai, Zhe Jiang, Beijing, han Dong, Jiang Su, Guang Dong, Ning Xia, 

Hong Kong, Liao Ning, Chong Qing, Hu Nan, Taiwan, Inner Mongolia, 

Macau, Guang Xi, Fu Jian, Shan Xi, Si Chuan, Shan Xi, Ji Lin, Hu Bei, He Bei, 

Tian Jin, He Nan, Hai Nan, An Hui, Hei Long Jiang, WuHan, Zhang Jia 

Gang……

Shang Hai, Zhe Jiang, Beijing, han Dong, Jiang Su, Guang Dong, Ning Xia, 

Hong Kong, Liao Ning, Chong Qing, Hu Nan, Taiwan, Inner Mongolia, 

Macau, Guang Xi, Fu Jian, Shan Xi, Si Chuan, Shan Xi, Ji Lin, Hu Bei, He Bei, 

Tian Jin, He Nan, Hai Nan, An Hui, Hei Long Jiang, WuHan, Zhang Jia 

Gang……

中国

With 10 years of experience in site construction, we serve customers all over 

the country. Remote negotiation makes our service process more efficient. 

Exquisite detail design, 200+ test content and international vision guarantee 

the high quality of the project. ;

20+ 

Soft copy certificate

2022 

New and high-tech 

company

100

Areas involved 100+

100
Customer distribution 

cities 100+

2,000
Accumulated global 

customers 2000+

2,150
Cumulative Projects 
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02.Cases
Our project  

Becomes the face of the enterprise

Our project  

Becomes the face of the enterprise

KEY CUSTOMER CASES

……

eRoad - Has Completed Hundreds Of Millions Of Yuan Of C Round FinancingeRoad - Has Completed Hundreds Of Millions Of Yuan Of C Round Financing

SUNNY OPTICAL INTELLIGENCE - Listed CompanySUNNY OPTICAL INTELLIGENCE - Listed Company

PRIMESANUS - SHOU GANG GROUP·Top 500 Chinese CompaniesPRIMESANUS - SHOU GANG GROUP·Top 500 Chinese Companies

SUNRISE GROUP - City’s Top 100 EnterprisesSUNRISE GROUP - City’s Top 100 Enterprises

AUO DIGITECH - AUO Listed CompanyAUO DIGITECH - AUO Listed Company

LONG XIN - Top 500 Chinese CompaniesLONG XIN - Top 500 Chinese Companies

DAWN - Established In 1995，Listed CompanyDAWN - Established In 1995，Listed Company

DA FENG - Official Supplier Of The 19Th Asian Games 2022DA FENG - Official Supplier Of The 19Th Asian Games 2022

DECATHLON PERFLY-  DECATHLON·PERFLY Fortune Global 500           DECATHLON PERFLY-  DECATHLON·PERFLY Fortune Global 500           

HUAWEI CNBG - HUAWEI·Fortune Global 500HUAWEI CNBG - HUAWEI·Fortune Global 500
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HUAWEI CNBG - HUAWEI·Fortune Global 500 

Media pubulish mobile web page

Visual level: formulate diversified news layout styles according to different media 

release categories； 

 

Layers and classifications: users can quickly reach the target news with simple and 

clear buttons； 

 

The overall format is rich and delicate, showing a different way of media 

Visual level: formulate diversified news layout styles according to different media 

release categories； 

 

Layers and classifications: users can quickly reach the target news with simple and 

clear buttons； 

 

The overall format is rich and delicate, showing a different way of media 
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DECATHLON PERFLY- DECATHLON·PERFLY  

Fortune Global 500 

Brand website

Comprehensive navigation planning: for different usage habits, plan two types of attribute 

navigation layout for people and products. Each entrance is divided into two or three 

independent entrances, which is convenient for users to find the products they need quickly 

and conveniently. 

 

Unique and creative shelf display mode: all products are located at the bottom of the 

interface, which can be easily slided, viewed, compared and screened; 

 

Automatic content management: product updates are synchronized with the latest data of 

the headquarters, and automatic updating of new products and automatic updating of 

parameters are realized through triggering buttons;

Comprehensive navigation planning: for different usage habits, plan two types of attribute 

navigation layout for people and products. Each entrance is divided into two or three 

independent entrances, which is convenient for users to find the products they need quickly 

and conveniently. 

 

Unique and creative shelf display mode: all products are located at the bottom of the 

interface, which can be easily slided, viewed, compared and screened; 

 

Automatic content management: product updates are synchronized with the latest data of 

the headquarters, and automatic updating of new products and automatic updating of 

parameters are realized through triggering buttons;
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DA FENG - Official supplier of the 19th Asian Games 2022 

Brand website

Section dislocation display: use section dislocation to increase the sense of 

space fullness, and its micro dynamic makes the visual experience more rich; 

 

Rich page layout: rich typesetting of text content, using click anchors to 

facilitate users to browse more content in the same interface; 

 

Solution: integration and jump display of primary classification and secondary 

classification, and background data synchronization with the case, so as to 

better maintain the content;              

Section dislocation display: use section dislocation to increase the sense of 

space fullness, and its micro dynamic makes the visual experience more rich; 

 

Rich page layout: rich typesetting of text content, using click anchors to 

facilitate users to browse more content in the same interface; 

 

Solution: integration and jump display of primary classification and secondary 

classification, and background data synchronization with the case, so as to 

better maintain the content;              
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DAWN - ESTABLISHED IN 1995，listed company

Brand website

Simulation 3D: the main product is used as visual attraction, the opening 

triggers visual follow, the inner page rotates 3D, and the product parts emit 

and elaborate eight major performances, all of which are to better present the 

product; 

 

3D: the product is embedded in 3D to meet 360 ° visual rotation; 

 

Hot spot statistics: the product can make good hot spot click statistics from 

user interaction experience to user groups by age group

Simulation 3D: the main product is used as visual attraction, the opening 

triggers visual follow, the inner page rotates 3D, and the product parts emit 

and elaborate eight major performances, all of which are to better present the 

product; 

 

3D: the product is embedded in 3D to meet 360 ° visual rotation; 

 

Hot spot statistics: the product can make good hot spot click statistics from 

user interaction experience to user groups by age group
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Long Xin - Top 500 Chinese companies

Brand website

Founded in 1958, Longxin Group has become one of the top 500 Chinese 

enterprises, top 500 Chinese private enterprises, and top 80 Chinese contractors, 

and has been granted the special qualification for general contracting of housing 

construction projects. 

 

Simple layout: As a business card website, the whole site is arranged in a 

rectangle to directly display the enterprise’s advantages and product services.

Founded in 1958, Longxin Group has become one of the top 500 Chinese 

enterprises, top 500 Chinese private enterprises, and top 80 Chinese contractors, 

and has been granted the special qualification for general contracting of housing 

construction projects. 

 

Simple layout: As a business card website, the whole site is arranged in a 

rectangle to directly display the enterprise’s advantages and product services.
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AUO DIGITECH - AUO·listed company

Brand website

AUO Digital (ADT for short) is a new business of Youda’s smart industrial 

services with a global layout, closely focusing on smart manufacturing 

solutions and digital transformation services. 

 

Unified visual specification: the whole station and AUO Group have unified 

visual elements, and the style of typesetting layout is also consistent. 

AUO Digital (ADT for short) is a new business of Youda’s smart industrial 

services with a global layout, closely focusing on smart manufacturing 

solutions and digital transformation services. 

 

Unified visual specification: the whole station and AUO Group have unified 

visual elements, and the style of typesetting layout is also consistent. 
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SUNRISE GROUP - City’s top 100 Enterprises 

Brand website

Full screen rolling: four product series, one screen for one series of products 

are used on the home page to explain the core content and advantages; 

 

Fast navigation: First level and second level fast navigation, click on the 

current interface without refreshing and switching, so that customers can 

browse more information more smoothly in the limited interface; 

 

Convenient display of chemical products: click the pop-up window to display 

the products

Full screen rolling: four product series, one screen for one series of products 

are used on the home page to explain the core content and advantages; 

 

Fast navigation: First level and second level fast navigation, click on the 

current interface without refreshing and switching, so that customers can 

browse more information more smoothly in the limited interface; 

 

Convenient display of chemical products: click the pop-up window to display 

the products
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Primesanus - Shougang group·Top 500 Chinese companies

Brand website

Shouyi Medical was founded by Shougang Fund, and is committed to becoming 

a leading professional, high-quality and innovative health industry platform in 

China. 

 

Business card design: As the entrance to other platforms, the overall layout of the 

website is simple and clean, and the slight dynamic makes the website more vivid.

Shouyi Medical was founded by Shougang Fund, and is committed to becoming 

a leading professional, high-quality and innovative health industry platform in 

China. 

 

Business card design: As the entrance to other platforms, the overall layout of the 

website is simple and clean, and the slight dynamic makes the website more vivid.
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SUNNY OPTICAL INTELLIGENCE - Listed Company 

Brand website

Zhejiang Sunny Intelligent Optical Technology Co., Ltd. is subordinate to Sunny 

Optical Technology (Group) Co., Ltd. (02382. HK). 

 

The website takes the robot vision platform as the core, and is based on the 

layout technology and products in the two application fields of recognition and 

positioning. 

 

Scene applications cover meta universe, smart home, smart business, smart 

industry, etc.

Zhejiang Sunny Intelligent Optical Technology Co., Ltd. is subordinate to Sunny 

Optical Technology (Group) Co., Ltd. (02382. HK). 

 

The website takes the robot vision platform as the core, and is based on the 

layout technology and products in the two application fields of recognition and 

positioning. 

 

Scene applications cover meta universe, smart home, smart business, smart 

industry, etc.
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eRoad - Has completed hundreds of millions of yuan 
of C round financing

Brand website

E-Road Software is committed to providing medium and large enterprises with a panoramic 

digital solution of human resources focusing on compensation. Its English station is designed 

around the two businesses of People+and eSalary. 

 

Rich ico: visual conceptual design for technical characters. The ico of the whole station based 

on the unified style is presented in three ways: linear, filling and linear plus filling. 

 

Concise layout: the concise style of the software vision is continued, and the line and guiding 

ico design are made for the whole station to make the vision more full.

E-Road Software is committed to providing medium and large enterprises with a panoramic 

digital solution of human resources focusing on compensation. Its English station is designed 

around the two businesses of People+and eSalary. 

 

Rich ico: visual conceptual design for technical characters. The ico of the whole station based 

on the unified style is presented in three ways: linear, filling and linear plus filling. 

 

Concise layout: the concise style of the software vision is continued, and the line and guiding 

ico design are made for the whole station to make the vision more full.
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03.Service
Our Service  

Service enterprise life cycle

Our Service  

Service enterprise life cycle

3.1 PROJECT3.1 PROJECT

3.2 SERVICE  3.2 SERVICE  
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Two platforms for  
independent innovation

Two platforms for  
independent innovation

Vertical penetration in the 
 field of Internet website construction

Vertical penetration in the 
 field of Internet website construction

Station 
 building platform

Station 
 building platform

Google 
SEO SEM  

Social media operation

Google 
SEO SEM  

Social media operation

MF

Mf Think Tank 
MFCollege

Mf Think Tank 
MFCollege

Mfdemo 
Station construction

Mfdemo 
Station construction

MFD 
Designer navigation

MFD 
Designer navigation

MFCC 
Customized Station  

Case Library

MFCC 
Customized Station  

Case Library

MFPIC 
Material library

MFPIC 
Material library

MFWEB`SHARING 
Cool Webdite Sharing

MFWEB`SHARING 
Cool Webdite Sharing
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Station building platform

https://www.mfdemo.cn/

Combination of minimalist culture and innovationCombination of minimalist culture and innovation

Through constant exploration and 

accumulation, we have summarized the 

general characteristics of the sorting station, 

combined with the minimalist culture and 

innovation, and created hundreds of websites 

with unique highlights. There is always a 

temperament that coincides with your 

corporate style.
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MFWEB`SHARING 

Cool Station Sharing

With constant accumulation and innovation, you can see a 

website with a sense of design that is cool, surprising and 

exciting. Through constant exploration, we are expected to 

create competitive products.

With constant accumulation and innovation, you can see a 

website with a sense of design that is cool, surprising and 

exciting. Through constant exploration, we are expected to 

create competitive products.

Collision of inspiration + spark of thinkingCollision of inspiration + spark of thinking

http://cool.mfdemo.cn/

MFD Designer navigation

With resource integration as the core, MFD collects a large number of  

material, photography, learning and other resource websites, which are  

carefully screened and displayed in front of you. We hope to share our  

continuous learning process with you.

With resource integration as the core, MFD collects a large number of  

material, photography, learning and other resource websites, which are  

carefully screened and displayed in front of you. We hope to share our  

continuous learning process with you.

Integrating resources is also a knowledgeIntegrating resources is also a knowledge

http://mfchange.cn/
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MFCC 

Customized Station Case Library

The company has no sales. The project director and business 

reception are all designers and programmers. They really apply 

the experience to the website quality and service.

The company has no sales. The project director and business 

reception are all designers and programmers. They really apply 

the experience to the website quality and service.

Case is the best salesCase is the best sales

http://custom.mfweb.club/

MFPIC Material library

Free and commercially available materials. Here you can see 

the source and industry of the materials, and you can trace 

back to the source website for viewing and downloading.

Free and commercially available materials. Here you can see 

the source and industry of the materials, and you can trace 

back to the source website for viewing and downloading.

Free sharingFree sharing

http://mfpic.mfdemo.cn/
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We have combined everything necessary to build and operate 

independent stations, so that enterprises can have a decent Internet 

image and more possibilities to explore and try their own efficient 

operation mode.

We have combined everything necessary to build and operate 

independent stations, so that enterprises can have a decent Internet 

image and more possibilities to explore and try their own efficient 

operation mode.

Help customers achieve resultsHelp customers achieve results

https://mfshops.net/

MF
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SEO SEM  
Social media operation

Digital operation service; 

Global marketing; 

Provide more professional analysis  

for enterprises

Digital operation service; 

Global marketing; 

Provide more professional analysis  

for enterprises

Digital marketingDigital marketing

成交量

40

30

20

10

0

1 2 3 4

周 ⽉ 年

累计客户/家

S级 A级 B级

8,362

30%

15%

5%

50%

C级

Mf Think Tank MFCollege

We have combined the cutting-edge 

information knowledge required for 

building and operating independent 

stations, so that enterprises can continue 

to operate their brands and stores better 

while having a stable source of traffic.

We have combined the cutting-edge 

information knowledge required for 

building and operating independent 

stations, so that enterprises can continue 

to operate their brands and stores better 

while having a stable source of traffic.

Comprehensive cross-border e-commerce  
operation awareness system
Comprehensive cross-border e-commerce  
operation awareness system

Started.

新⼿必修课

MARKETING  
ALLIANCE

营销必修课

college of business

商业战略选修课 Insight. ⾏业洞察选修
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Four services
四⼤服务

Mfdemo 
Station building platform
Super cost-effective original template

W E B S I T E  D E M O

Cross border e-commerce

Independent station platform

S H O P

Digital operation

Google SEO SEM Overseas social media 

S E O  S E M  M E D I A

High end customized  
official website

C U S T O M I Z A T I O N

Official website of commercial brand
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两⼤旗舰店

Two online stores

Alibaba Cloud market partner

★ Alibaba Cloud Gold Service Provider 

★ 100% favorable comments from the  

     whole network

Zhubajie Cooperative  

Service Provider

★ Zhubajie Network Construction Service  

     Provider No.1 in Zhejiang Province 

★ 100% favorable comments  

     from the whole network
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/04.About

04.About
Our culture 
The greatest truths are the simplest
Our culture 
The greatest truths are the simplest

From the very beginning of its establishment, it has followed 

the principle of “from the main road to the simple”, stripped the 

cocoon from the tedious and complex affairs, and grasped the 

core essence

From the very beginning of its establishment, it has followed 

the principle of “from the main road to the simple”, stripped the 

cocoon from the tedious and complex affairs, and grasped the 

core essence

4.1 CORPORATE CULTURE4.1 CORPORATE CULTURE

4.2 DEVELOPMENT HISTORY4.2 DEVELOPMENT HISTORY

4.3 CREATIVE TEAM 4.3 CREATIVE TEAM 
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P
We focus on the core concept of 

“minimalist culture” to create the “Pithy 

Mfweb” brand, and explore the minimalist 

working methods from individuals to 

enterprises. 

 

Starting from a simple design, on a solid 

basis, according to the trend of market 

development creativity, combined with 

user big data analysis, we will continue to 

optimize and upgrade the project. How to 

provide services and help for efficient 

cooperation between people, people and 

enterprises, and enterprises with simple, 

straightforward and fast communication, 

collaboration methods, and platform 

systems is the direction of our research. 

We focus on the core concept of 

“minimalist culture” to create the “Pithy 

Mfweb” brand, and explore the minimalist 

working methods from individuals to 

enterprises. 

 

Starting from a simple design, on a solid 

basis, according to the trend of market 

development creativity, combined with 

user big data analysis, we will continue to 

optimize and upgrade the project. How to 

provide services and help for efficient 

cooperation between people, people and 

enterprises, and enterprises with simple, 

straightforward and fast communication, 

collaboration methods, and platform 

systems is the direction of our research. 
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“ Pithy Mfweb ”



R
简⽣活

Simplify life and work: We treat our life and career with pure 

passion. Starting from the office, we aim to create a clean, 

relaxed and pleasant environment, maximize freedom of 

behavior, keep thinking active, and let imagination fall into place.

Simplify life and work: We treat our life and career with pure 

passion. Starting from the office, we aim to create a clean, 

relaxed and pleasant environment, maximize freedom of 

behavior, keep thinking active, and let imagination fall into place.

Pithy Life

简传达

In the communication of mutual cooperation, we are frank with 

each other, and “key dialogue” has become our communication 

criterion. In an efficient and pleasant communication 

atmosphere, we can stimulate each other’s creativity, create 

more possibilities, and better ideas can be born and perfectly 

implemented.

In the communication of mutual cooperation, we are frank with 

each other, and “key dialogue” has become our communication 

criterion. In an efficient and pleasant communication 

atmosphere, we can stimulate each other’s creativity, create 

more possibilities, and better ideas can be born and perfectly 

implemented.

Pithy Communicate

简创作

Plan the most understandable structure layout, visualize the 

complex logical relationship, use clean color matching to become an 

excellent visual memory, and use straightforward interaction to 

experience the happy feedback of life.  

Plan the most understandable structure layout, visualize the 

complex logical relationship, use clean color matching to become an 

excellent visual memory, and use straightforward interaction to 

experience the happy feedback of life.  

Pithy Creativity
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&
Simplify Culture  &  Simplify Attitude  &  Simplify Charm

Advocate the realization of enterprise self-management 

through enterprise culture; 

Adhere to the assessment criteria of “being the first, 

doing things the second and skills the third”; 

People are not many but good; Mufeng people focus 

on creation and progress; 

Every Mufeng people knows that only by being  

good at yourself can they serve others well.

Advocate the realization of enterprise self-management 

through enterprise culture; 

Adhere to the assessment criteria of “being the first, 

doing things the second and skills the third”; 

People are not many but good; Mufeng people focus 

on creation and progress; 

Every Mufeng people knows that only by being  

good at yourself can they serve others well.

Do thingsDo things

Second

Skill  Skill  

Third

To be a manTo be a man

First
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M
使命

愿景

Provide highly simplified digital office services for global innovative SMEs; 

Be a simple person, become a pure company, and let this pure influence the 

world. (From self-discipline to altruism)

Provide highly simplified digital office services for global innovative SMEs; 

Be a simple person, become a pure company, and let this pure influence the 

world. (From self-discipline to altruism)

It has become the service enterprise with the most brand value in China. 

We want to become a multinational enterprise with independent cultural 

characteristics and a complete ecosystem.

It has become the service enterprise with the most brand value in China. 

We want to become a multinational enterprise with independent cultural 

characteristics and a complete ecosystem.

Through the cultivation of their own character, we can reach a consensus 

in the concept of cooperation, so that the enterprise can achieve 

consistent goals, be full of positive energy, have noble character, not 

affect their own values for the sake of interests, and develop in principle.

Through the cultivation of their own character, we can reach a consensus 

in the concept of cooperation, so that the enterprise can achieve 

consistent goals, be full of positive energy, have noble character, not 

affect their own values for the sake of interests, and develop in principle.

Independent cultural characteristics：Independent cultural characteristics：

Vision

Mission

Transnational enterprise：Transnational enterprise：

We are a service provider serving global enterprises, and take the 

layout of global development as one of the company’s strategic plans.

We are a service provider serving global enterprises, and take the 

layout of global development as one of the company’s strategic plans.
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V
价值观

Love: kind, tolerant, warm others, warm 

yourself 

Sincerity: treat people with heart and 

keep their word 

Modesty: Respect and grow 

Persistence: belief, goal, persistence

Love: kind, tolerant, warm others, warm 

yourself 

Sincerity: treat people with heart and 

keep their word 

Modesty: Respect and grow 

Persistence: belief, goal, persistence

Simple and pure heart: seed

SeedSeed

Brave and upward line: saplings

SaplingSapling

Embrace change: overall view, understanding, 

courage 

Responsibility: be honest and responsible 

Innovation: courage, trial, thinking and 

implementation

Embrace change: overall view, understanding, 

courage 

Responsibility: be honest and responsible 

Innovation: courage, trial, thinking and 

implementation

Value

Solid and straight body: big tree

Towering TreesTowering Trees

Keep improving: practice deliberately, break through yourself and 

enrich yourself 

Pursue perfection: make every effort to do everything perfectly 

without regret 

Integrity: just and upright, with a clear conscience

Keep improving: practice deliberately, break through yourself and 

enrich yourself 

Pursue perfection: make every effort to do everything perfectly 

without regret 

Integrity: just and upright, with a clear conscience
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Since its establishment in November 2014, we have faced many choices, but we have never regretted our 

choices. At each stage of development, we have constantly updated our views and built our own thinking 

model. Although we have encountered many confusion, we have kept on advancing and believe that there will 

be good results

Since its establishment in November 2014, we have faced many choices, but we have never regretted our 

choices. At each stage of development, we have constantly updated our views and built our own thinking 

model. Although we have encountered many confusion, we have kept on advancing and believe that there will 

be good results

“ Pithy Mfweb ” Development

Reported by Ningbo TV 

Station

Exhibition of school 

entrepreneurship projects

In the call of numerous 

entrepreneurs, we have the 

first campus office

Office application

Special report by TV station Special report by TV station 

IncorporationIncorporation

In 2014, more and more enterprises attached importance to Internet vision, and vision oriented websites became 

the stepping stones for many enterprises to spread on the Internet. 

“Mufeng Network” was established with the hope of “creating an ecology of brand circulation on the Internet”. At 

the same time, with the mission of “helping customers get results”, we plan step by step from the perspective of 

website brand vision. At the beginning, there were 4 people, all of whom were post-90s generation with active 

thinking.

In 2014, more and more enterprises attached importance to Internet vision, and vision oriented websites became 

the stepping stones for many enterprises to spread on the Internet. 

“Mufeng Network” was established with the hope of “creating an ecology of brand circulation on the Internet”. At 

the same time, with the mission of “helping customers get results”, we plan step by step from the perspective of 

website brand vision. At the beginning, there were 4 people, all of whom were post-90s generation with active 

thinking.

2014 Mufeng Network was established

Try going onlineTry going online

Accumulated customers: 30+Accumulated customers: 30+

In 2015, Mufeng’s development was not smooth sailing. We entered a red Sea industry. 

As a college student, I have no resources or contacts, so I can only try various ways to expand my business. We 

try to sweep the building, electricity sales, job fair leaflets and other traditional marketing model. 

It was a tough process, but fortunately, we were reflective and persistent enough! 

Abandoning traditional thinking, Mu Feng is trying to make the service online.

In 2015, Mufeng’s development was not smooth sailing. We entered a red Sea industry. 

As a college student, I have no resources or contacts, so I can only try various ways to expand my business. We 

try to sweep the building, electricity sales, job fair leaflets and other traditional marketing model. 

It was a tough process, but fortunately, we were reflective and persistent enough! 

Abandoning traditional thinking, Mu Feng is trying to make the service online.

2015 try 0 to 1 for a breakthrough

First set up sales team and team activities
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100+ customers100+ customers

Enter ZBJ PlatformEnter ZBJ Platform

mfdemo is onlinemfdemo is online

2016 we set a “minimalist” brand positioning, at the 

same time mfdemo.com website platform online, at that 

time on the market template level is still in dede know 

the dream and other old-fashioned can see on the line 

stage, we designed hundreds of sets of high-quality 

websites for online customers to choose, with the 

template price can make tens of thousands of custom 

website effect, This greatly increased the conversion 

rate of our online customers. 

In the second half of 2016, Mu Feng joined Zhubajie and 

began to layout the traffic operation of each platform.

2016 we set a “minimalist” brand positioning, at the 

same time mfdemo.com website platform online, at that 

time on the market template level is still in dede know 

the dream and other old-fashioned can see on the line 

stage, we designed hundreds of sets of high-quality 

websites for online customers to choose, with the 

template price can make tens of thousands of custom 

website effect, This greatly increased the conversion 

rate of our online customers. 

In the second half of 2016, Mu Feng joined Zhubajie and 

began to layout the traffic operation of each platform.

In 2016, we started to move towards  

branding and online again

200+ customers200+ customers

New Work EnvironmentNew Work Environment

Mfdemo2.0 Mfsharing onlineMfdemo2.0 Mfsharing online

2017 was a tough year for Mufeng. 

Within a year, Mufeng quickly became the first website 

construction service provider in Zhejiang (like many 

platform sellers, we enjoyed the dividend period of 

platform traffic). In the same year, Mufeng Cool site was 

launched and Mufeng building site platform 2.0 was 

launched, which carried out professional output around 

professional fields and further improved the online 

conversion rate. 

We started to have more and more quality customer 

cases through online operations.

2017 was a tough year for Mufeng. 

Within a year, Mufeng quickly became the first website 

construction service provider in Zhejiang (like many 

platform sellers, we enjoyed the dividend period of 

platform traffic). In the same year, Mufeng Cool site was 

launched and Mufeng building site platform 2.0 was 

launched, which carried out professional output around 

professional fields and further improved the online 

conversion rate. 

We started to have more and more quality customer 

cases through online operations.

2017 to complete the transformation,  

rapid growth

慕枫建站平台 重新开始创业

新办公室照⽚

新场地“夜景” 《每周读书分享会》

团队扩⼤搬⼊新场地
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Mfsharing goes online Mfsharing goes online 

Customer breakthrough 500+ the whole network 100% praiseCustomer breakthrough 500+ the whole network 100% praise

Become the first service provider of Zhubajie station in ZhejiangBecome the first service provider of Zhubajie station in Zhejiang

Due to the rapid growth of enterprise online inquiry and 

the continuous increase of the number of customers, Mu 

Feng began to pay more attention to the internal 

management of the enterprise and the improvement of 

service quality. 

The acceleration of online will also force enterprises to 

realize digital management. In 18 years, Mufeng has 

developed tailor-made online inquiry management 

system, customer management system, customer 

evaluation system and salary settlement system for 

himself. Use data to evaluate everything from operations 

to sales to service. 

We believe that in the Internet era, information will be 

more transparent and internal training will be more 

sustainable. 

Due to the rapid growth of enterprise online inquiry and 

the continuous increase of the number of customers, Mu 

Feng began to pay more attention to the internal 

management of the enterprise and the improvement of 

service quality. 

The acceleration of online will also force enterprises to 

realize digital management. In 18 years, Mufeng has 

developed tailor-made online inquiry management 

system, customer management system, customer 

evaluation system and salary settlement system for 

himself. Use data to evaluate everything from operations 

to sales to service. 

We believe that in the Internet era, information will be 

more transparent and internal training will be more 

sustainable. 

Comprehensively optimize internal  

management and improve service

SEO keyword AI robot project startedSEO keyword AI robot project started

Customers break through 900+ the whole network 100% praiseCustomers break through 900+ the whole network 100% praise

MFPIC material library onlineMFPIC material library online

MFD designer navigation onlineMFD designer navigation online

Mfweb began to enter the real profit period, but also 

aware of the sense of crisis. The customer acquisition 

cost of the platform is gradually rising. We do not have 

our own traffic pool. If the enterprise always relies on 

the traffic of the third party platform, it will eventually 

be bound to the platform or fall into the internal 

volume. Mu Feng began to invest a lot of costs to 

develop seo search engine keyword ranking system, 

build designer navigation, Mu Feng material library, 

improve their traffic acquisition ability and retention 

ability.

Mfweb began to enter the real profit period, but also 

aware of the sense of crisis. The customer acquisition 

cost of the platform is gradually rising. We do not have 

our own traffic pool. If the enterprise always relies on 

the traffic of the third party platform, it will eventually 

be bound to the platform or fall into the internal 

volume. Mu Feng began to invest a lot of costs to 

develop seo search engine keyword ranking system, 

build designer navigation, Mu Feng material library, 

improve their traffic acquisition ability and retention 

ability.

慕枫酷站

慕枫素材库 设计师导航

参加猪⼋戒演讲

慕枫数字中台

《猪⼋戒⽹浙江第⼀服务商》

Start looking for a second survival curve  

in 2019
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More than 1500 customersMore than 1500 customers

Layout of overseas trafficLayout of overseas traffic

开始使⽤OKR结合数字屏管理企业

Mufeng as a typical B2B service industry, facing 

increasingly severe domestic market pressure. 

Mu Feng began to focus on three directions, extremely 

simplified/globalized/digital 

In 2020, Mufeng began to combine OKR and enterprise 

digital screen, and we continue to comb the process to 

emphasize the process, optimize and stimulate the 

professional ability and creativity of enterprises. To train 

people for the three directions of our system.

Mufeng as a typical B2B service industry, facing 

increasingly severe domestic market pressure. 

Mu Feng began to focus on three directions, extremely 

simplified/globalized/digital 

In 2020, Mufeng began to combine OKR and enterprise 

digital screen, and we continue to comb the process to 

emphasize the process, optimize and stimulate the 

professional ability and creativity of enterprises. To train 

people for the three directions of our system.

In 2020, okr was introduced to  

realize comprehensive digitalization

The number of customers exceeded 2000+    The number of customers exceeded 2000+    

SEO AI robot goes onlineSEO AI robot goes online

Launch the mfshop projectLaunch the mfshop project

In 2021, the customer enquiry cost of B side provided by 

the platform increased sharply; 

Through three years of continuous investment, Mufeng 

achieved stable customer acquisition through search 

engine traffic, no longer relying on third-party traffic 

resources, Mufeng has achieved better development. 

In the beginning of 2021, Mufeng okt digital screen was 

officially put into operation. In May 2021, it began to plan 

the cross-border independent station project MFSHOP.

In 2021, the customer enquiry cost of B side provided by 

the platform increased sharply; 

Through three years of continuous investment, Mufeng 

achieved stable customer acquisition through search 

engine traffic, no longer relying on third-party traffic 

resources, Mufeng has achieved better development. 

In the beginning of 2021, Mufeng okt digital screen was 

officially put into operation. In May 2021, it began to plan 

the cross-border independent station project MFSHOP.

2021 Establish product matrix by 

obtaining customers independently  

through natural flow

OKT宣传⽚

《成⽴MFSHIOP项⽬组》 《成⽴ MFSEO ai获客项⽬

组》

慕枫⽹络产品矩阵
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Pithy Mfweb Global- digital marketingPithy Mfweb Global- digital marketing

Mufeng set up a separate project department to focus on 

Google SEO SEM social media operation, focus on digital 

marketing services, and set up a professional content 

output — Mufeng think Tank to help the long-term operation 

of the enterprise. 

Its core is for the better development of enterprises, to help 

enterprises build brands across the cycle, and through the 

search engine to obtain global customer enquiry. 

The business section will be simplified to “commercial brand 

official website construction” and “digital marketing” two 

major services, committed to becoming a high-quality 

innovative enterprise in the world.

Mufeng set up a separate project department to focus on 

Google SEO SEM social media operation, focus on digital 

marketing services, and set up a professional content 

output — Mufeng think Tank to help the long-term operation 

of the enterprise. 

Its core is for the better development of enterprises, to help 

enterprises build brands across the cycle, and through the 

search engine to obtain global customer enquiry. 

The business section will be simplified to “commercial brand 

official website construction” and “digital marketing” two 

major services, committed to becoming a high-quality 

innovative enterprise in the world.

2022 Content, chanllges, operations

《MFSHOP》团队照⽚

MF B2B websiteMF B2B website

Commercial brand official  

website construction
Digital marketing

MF B2B

content traffic

operating

Enterprise Internet  

solutionsThree Key Words
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...

Pithy Mfweb 

Plans to be active into the 22nd century

2100
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We embrace change: 
CONCEPT, CREATION and VITALITY

Our designers follow a principle: look at 

something from an unexpected perspective, 

combine practical experience with breakthrough 

creation, and combine straightforward and 

critical communication to give each project 

unique vitality!

Designers and technicians 

90% of the team

90%

D
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T
Senior Web DesignerSenior Web Designer

Marge ⻨⼦

5 years of design experience

Good at demand 

analysis, have their own 

unique design thinking 

model for intelligent, 

technology, Internet and 

other industries.

Senior Web DesignerSenior Web Designer

Gan 阿⽢

8 years of design experience

Responsible for a 

number of large 

enterprises, with rapid 

and high quality 

manuscript ability to 

obtain customer praise.

Visual DesignerVisual Designer

Rice ⽶饭

4 years of design experience

Good at plane, banner 

design, product 

finishing, brochures, 

AD pages and other 

materials production.

Senior Web DesignerSenior Web Designer

Red Wei ⻛信⼦

Industrial Design

Good at 3D modeling, 

2.5D graphic design, 

full of sporadic thinking 

on the expression of 

the website.

Mfdemo DesignerMfdemo Designer

Ant-wAnt

68 Top 90 Platform Designers

Industry coverage: 

government, group, 

real estate, catering, 

tourism, law, science 

and technology.

Mfdemo DesignerMfdemo Designer

Chenjcookie

ZCOOL 10w+popular designer

Outstanding visual 

expression ability, from 

the dark metal high 

quality feel all-powerful 

scene, all bring users a 

strong visual impact.

关关

One of the founders of Pithy MfwebOne of the founders of Pithy Mfweb

Promoter of minimalist brand conceptPromoter of minimalist brand concept

Planner of Mufeng’s five platformsPlanner of Mufeng’s five platforms

Mufeng Station Construction Platform Design TutorMufeng Station Construction Platform Design Tutor

Galya

Focusing on brand planning, he has his own methodology on the meaning of website 

brand and overall planning. Put forward 15 seconds to let customers understand the 

website design criteria, so that the official website can fully convey the brand appeal 

in place on the Internet, and establish close user relations and feedback. Starting 

from the website, the first visual carrier of the Internet, we will work with our partners 

to create a high-quality visual experience.

Senior UI DesignerSenior UI Designer

Pineapple 菠萝

5 years of design experience

The application of 

color has a unique 

inspiration, the control 

of details for 

excellence.

Visual Designer   Visual Designer   

Liulei 槐⽶

5 years of design experience

Good at the 

combination of hand-

drawing and code, 

using dynamic to create 

interactive experience

Mfdemo DesignerMfdemo Designer

Shenxz 沈⾏之

Zcool 3w+popular designer

Like the fresh 

appearance, good at 

simple, clean, fresh, 

bright design style.
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05.Future
Our future hits the 22nd century

Pithy Mfweb 
Plans to be active into the 22nd century
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It starts when a maple leaf falls

We emphasize our corporate culture and adhere strictly to our principles of human 

behavior, 

We emphasize corporate positioning. With the development of society, we will constantly 

adjust and optimize our monthly, weekly and quarterly plans, as well as our three-year and 

five-year plans. 

 

We emphasize the strength of the team as well as the full potential of the individual, 

We like to challenge what we already know, 

We insist on continuous learning and sharing, and use the current big picture view and the 

prediction of unknown things to integrate individuals, teams and brands to build an 

ecosystem with strong vitality. 

 

Every day today, we are the youngest day, 

We hope that today, the youngest in the future, 

Not living up to time, not walking together with partners, not gathering our company, not 

sticking to the end of their own, 

 

We will always be understanding and patient in this beautiful time, 

We emphasize our corporate culture and adhere strictly to our principles of human 

behavior, 

We emphasize corporate positioning. With the development of society, we will constantly 

adjust and optimize our monthly, weekly and quarterly plans, as well as our three-year and 

five-year plans. 

 

We emphasize the strength of the team as well as the full potential of the individual, 

We like to challenge what we already know, 

We insist on continuous learning and sharing, and use the current big picture view and the 

prediction of unknown things to integrate individuals, teams and brands to build an 

ecosystem with strong vitality. 

 

Every day today, we are the youngest day, 

We hope that today, the youngest in the future, 

Not living up to time, not walking together with partners, not gathering our company, not 

sticking to the end of their own, 

 

We will always be understanding and patient in this beautiful time, 

If we plan now to span a century 

in simplicity, That would be a 

cool thing to do

It would be a cool thing if we 

were to plan for Pithy Mfweb 

to cross a century now

ACTIVE UNTIL 
THE 22ND 
CENTURY

ACTIVE UNTIL 
THE 22ND 
CENTURY
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We will always be kind, tolerant, sincere and humble.We will always be kind, tolerant, sincere and humble.

Show respect and gratitude to teachers, appreciation and encouragement to colleagues.Show respect and gratitude to teachers, appreciation and encouragement to colleagues.

We put our best effort into every job and treated it rigorously, not as hard as we could.We put our best effort into every job and treated it rigorously, not as hard as we could.

We treat our work with near-perfect standards. We don’t have similar, similar can say.We treat our work with near-perfect standards. We don’t have similar, similar can say.

No matter what kind of pressure, never violate professional ethics and conscience.No matter what kind of pressure, never violate professional ethics and conscience.

Always tell the truth to customers, do not cheat, do not bullshit, do your best to take care 

 of and protect the interests of customers.

Always tell the truth to customers, do not cheat, do not bullshit, do your best to take care 

 of and protect the interests of customers.

Be honest about our strengths. Anything that deviates from our area of expertise, we will tell you.Be honest about our strengths. Anything that deviates from our area of expertise, we will tell you.

Maintain the reputation of our industry and respect our peers.Maintain the reputation of our industry and respect our peers.

Establish a good reputation, there is “visibility” to strive for “reputation”.Establish a good reputation, there is “visibility” to strive for “reputation”.

All things grow and are noble.All things grow and are noble.

Our Professionalism

rulerule

rulerule

rulerule

rulerule

rulerule

rulerule

rulerule

rulerule

rulerule

rulerule
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Loyalty to faithLoyalty to faith
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1、 Do not participate in any form of manuscript comparison activities

We do not participate in any form of competition activities. Our successful cases are sufficient to 

demonstrate our professional level, otherwise we will have no time to serve customers who have 

signed contracts; Serving our contracted customers well is our most important responsibility! 

We do not participate in any form of competition activities. Our successful cases are sufficient to 

demonstrate our professional level, otherwise we will have no time to serve customers who have 

signed contracts; Serving our contracted customers well is our most important responsibility! 

2、 Refuse to make a plan first, come out and have a look

Good schemes and creativity need time to research and analyze, and only after the team holds a 

discussion meeting can high-quality schemes be produced. Some customers think that it will not 

take much time to come up with a simple plan first. This is a big mistake. A good plan requires time 

and thought, otherwise it will waste both parties’ time.

Good schemes and creativity need time to research and analyze, and only after the team holds a 

discussion meeting can high-quality schemes be produced. Some customers think that it will not 

take much time to come up with a simple plan first. This is a big mistake. A good plan requires time 

and thought, otherwise it will waste both parties’ time.

3、 No public relations, no bribery, no kickbacks.

We do not have a sales department. The creative director communicates directly throughout the 

process. We are not good at public relations and have no time to engage in relations, let alone 

damage Party A’s interests. We do not offer bribes or rebates. We will devote our limited energy 

to the creation of works.

We do not have a sales department. The creative director communicates directly throughout the 

process. We are not good at public relations and have no time to engage in relations, let alone 

damage Party A’s interests. We do not offer bribes or rebates. We will devote our limited energy 

to the creation of works.

Be sincereBe sincere

Statement of Cooperation

We hope to have good works, just like the concept of “minimalism” that we have always adhered to. These 

cooperation principles are the standard for us to do things. We believe that integrity is the foundation of our 

lives, and character and career are the foundation of our long-term development.

Rejection: We need sincere, efficient and high-quality cooperation
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06.Contact

Add：Yinzhou District, Ningbo City, ZheJiang Province. 

Phone：188 6894 9445 ( GM. Gawain )  

E-mail：hf@mfstory.cn  

Tel：400-6065-301

Official website：http://mfsunny.com/  

MFdemo：https://www.mfdemo.cn/ 

MFWEB`SHARING：cool.mfdemo.cn  

MFDMFdesign：http://mfchange.cn/ 

MFPICMFPicture：http://mfpic.mfdemo.cn/ 

MFCCustomized case：http://custom.mfweb.club/ 

MFshop：https://mfshops.net/

Official website：http://mfsunny.com/  

MFdemo：https://www.mfdemo.cn/ 

MFWEB`SHARING：cool.mfdemo.cn  

MFDMFdesign：http://mfchange.cn/ 

MFPICMFPicture：http://mfpic.mfdemo.cn/ 

MFCCustomized case：http://custom.mfweb.club/ 

MFshop：https://mfshops.net/
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Pithy Mfweb Origin

Trees Take Root And 

Sprout. The Meaning Of 

Life Is Also The Meaning 

Of Enterprises. The Tree Is 

Steady And Steady.

Trees Take Root And 

Sprout. The Meaning Of 

Life Is Also The Meaning 

Of Enterprises. The Tree Is 

Steady And Steady.

Our story

Follow The Official Account To See More

Pithy Mfweb Culture

Never Forget Why You 

Started, And Your Mission Can 

Be Accomplished. 

Life Goes On, And Passers-By 

Are In A Hurry. We Are Making 

Progress Every Day. We Can’t 

Turn Back Every Day. We Still 

Remember Our Original 

Intention When We Become 

Famous

Never Forget Why You 

Started, And Your Mission Can 

Be Accomplished. 

Life Goes On, And Passers-By 

Are In A Hurry. We Are Making 

Progress Every Day. We Can’t 

Turn Back Every Day. We Still 

Remember Our Original 

Intention When We Become 

Famous

Pithy Mfweb History

Have Ideas To Realize, Have 

Dreams To Realize; Let Time 

And Reality Prove What Is 

Right And Wrong.

Have Ideas To Realize, Have 

Dreams To Realize; Let Time 

And Reality Prove What Is 

Right And Wrong.
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A leaf, a gust of wind, a tree, a dream! 

This book is dedicated to the life that hopes to return to nature!

A leaf, a gust of wind, a tree, a dream! 

This book is dedicated to the life that hopes to return to nature!

THANKS FOR WATCHING


